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Sunday, February 8, 2015 175astructures embedded in membranes were demonstrated with high uniformity
(5 0.5 nm) across the wafer. Arrays of nanopores were fabricated with
average size of 18 5 2 nm in diameter using a Reactive Ion Etching (RIE)
method in lieu of TEM drilling. Shorts between the membrane-embedded
metals were occasionally created after pore formation, but the RIE based pores
had a much better yield (99%) of unshorted electrodes compared to TEM
drilled pores (<10%). Double-stranded DNA of length 1 kbp was translocated
through the multi-layer structure RIE-based nanopore demonstrating that the
pores were open. The ionic current through the pore can be modulated with a
gain of 3 using embedded electrodes functioning as a gate in 0.1 mM KCl
aqueous solution. This fabrication approach can potentially pave the way
to manufacturable nanopore arrays with the ability to electrically control the
movement of single or double-stranded DNA inside the pore with embedded
electrodes.
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Single DNA Molecule Swollen and Trapped in Nanoslit
Direct visualization of individual DNA molecules confined within a nano/
microfluidic geometry has provided a new route for the study of polymer
physics. Molecular confinement has been utilized to evaluate theoretical pre-
dictions developed over several decades. Particularly, nanoslit confined DNA
molecules are an interesting topic to show the conformational transition from
3D to 2D depending on nanoslit heights. Although several experiments have
recently reported the dependence of DNA conformation on nanoslit confine-
ment, a controversy still remains because the results have not been consistent
with one another nor with theoretical predictions. Here we present nanoslit
confined DNA conformations at various low ionic strength conditions down
to 0.18 mM, which increase the repulsion between DNADNA and
DNAnanoslit. Moreover, we derived a new theoretical explanation for
most measurements of single DNA molecule size under strong nanoslit
confinement. Our findings demonstrates that very low ionic strength condi-
tions not only increase the DNA persistence length dramatically, but also
cause DNA molecules to swell to the extent that the effective diameter of
DNA becomes larger than the nanoslit height (h < w), which can be consid-
ered as electrostatic trapping to confine molecules to geometry smaller than
the physical boundaries. Consequently, by accounting for these effects, our re-
sults and theory provide a reasonable solution for a current controversy
regarding the dependence of the DNA conformation on slit height (h), persis-
tence length (p), and effective diameter (w).
1. Lee J, Kim S, Jeong H, Jung GY, Chang R, Chen YL, Jo, K (2014) Nanoslit
Confined DNA at Low Ionic Strengths. ACS Macro Letters 3(9): 926-930
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Single nanometer-sized pores in suspended graphene membranes have been
used to detect and control DNA molecules, and could be the basis for next-
generation single-molecule DNA sequencing devices. The extremely thin
graphene membrane can offer superior longitudinal resolution to protein nano-
pores, leading to lower error rates for sequencing. We demonstrate a novel
method of creating graphene pores by applying short electrical pulses across
graphene membranes already wet in solution, allowing rapid fabrication of
pores with subnanometer precision. These pores readily exhibit translocation
of double and single stranded DNA, and are a robust and scalable platform
for sequencing devices.
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Nanodiscs (ND) are well known as a lipid membrane platform for structural and
functional studies of transmembrane proteins but they can be also helpful for
structural studies of membrane associated proteins. The membrane-bound
structure of Factor VIII active form (FVIIIa) within the Factor VIIIa - FactorIXa (Tenase) complex is crucial for normal hemostasis and requires binding
to the surface of the negatively charged activated platelet membrane. Despite
the critical role of FVIII for coagulation process, the knowledge of its
membrane-bound organization alone or within the Tenase complex is incom-
plete which hampers drug discovery for effective regulation of the complex ac-
tivity and thus design of new pro- and anti-coagulant drugs. In this study we
present our work on ND designed for structural studies of membrane-bound
FVIII by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and single-particle analysis
(SPA). ND assembled from galactosylceramide (GC) and negatively charged
phosphatidylserine (PS) lipid mixtures, and with two different membrane scaf-
folding proteins forms (MSP1D1 and MSP1E3D1) were characterized by nega-
tively stained TEM showing that their size and homogeneity strongly depended
on the lipid composition and lipid to membrane scaffolding protein ratio. Our
results show that the ND with highest PS content (80%) and average diameter
of 12 nm are the most suitable for structure determination of the membrane-
bound FVIII molecules by single particle analysis. Our preliminary 3D
reconstruction of the FVIII bound to the PS containing ND demonstrates the
suitability of the optimized ND for structural studies by TEM and SPA. Further
assembly of the FVIIIa and the whole FVIIIa-FIXa complex on ND will help
to identify the protein-protein and protein-membrane interfaces critical for
the Tenase complex assembly and function.
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Simulations and experimental studies have reported an unusually high ionic
conductance in carbon nanotubes (CNTs) nanochannels. The origin of this phe-
nomenon is, however, poorly-understood: literature reports often disagree in
the magnitude of the different transport mode contributions to the measured
ionic current and even in what ions are actually carrying the current; moreover,
results obtained with single pore measurements differ frequently from those
with membranes containing billions of open CNT channels, i.e. the average
CNT behavior. Toward shedding light on these phenomena, we fabricated a
novel platform having vertically-aligned sub-5nm carbon nanotubes as nano-
fluidic channels, the number of which can be controlled from one to billions.
By employing this platform with only one or a few open CNTs, we observed
giant ionic currents in CNT channels and a power-law increase of conductance
with KCl concentration (G ~ cn, n¼0.1-0.4), a dependence that seems to be
unique of CNT pores. To understand and quantify electro-osmotic flow in
CNT pores (which has been proposed as the transport mode responsible for
the giant ionic currents in CNTs), we investigated translocation of neutral
molecules in a single CNT nanochannel with the resistive pulse technique.
Furthermore, we studied the effect of solution pH, matrix type, and CNT
diameter on the magnitude and the on the electrolyte concentration based
power law dependence of the conductance. Implications of our findings on
the physics of electric-field-driven ionic and molecular transport in CNTs
will be presented here.
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DNA origami is an excellent tool for building artificial nanostructures using
only DNA as the building block. In this technique, a long circular single
stranded scaffold is molded into a predesigned shape by short single stranded
staple strands, and many different structures can be produced including 2-
and 3-dimensional structures which can be both static and dynamic. We de-
signed a DNA box 43x36x36 nm3 in size that can be opened in a controlled
manner. Two DNA locks hold the box closed, which can be opened as a
response to sensing of specific DNA sequences. The closed and open states
of the box are here investigated by single molecule Fo¨rster resonance energy
transfer (FRET) microscopy. We find that the measured FRET efficiency for
a closed box depends on the buffer ion concentration, which can affect the
DNA origami structure. Single-molecule FRET measurements of surface
immobilized DNA boxes offer the possibility to investigate a wide range of
ion concentration and provide local structural insights close to the fluorophores
position.
